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Abstract
Dark Matter might be an accidentally stable baryon of a new confining gauge inter-
action. We extend previous studies exploring the possibility that the DM is made of
dark quarks heavier than the dark confinement scale. The resulting phenomenology
contains new unusual elements: a two-stage DM cosmology (freeze-out followed by
dark condensation), a large DM annihilation cross section through recombination of
dark quarks (allowing to fit the positron excess). Light dark glue-balls are relatively
long lived and give extra cosmological effects; DM itself can remain radioactive.
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1 Introduction
Dark Matter (DM) could be a new massive particle, neutral and stable on cosmological time
scales. In the absence of experimental indications, so many models of particle DM have been
proposed that discussing one more possibility risks of being superfluous.
In this paper we explore the possibility that DM is a dark-baryon, made of NDC copies of
a dark-quark Q with mass mQ, much larger than the scale ΛDC where a new dark-color gauge
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interaction becomes strong. We believe that this possibility deserves to be studied because of
the following elements of interest.
This simple and predictive scenario explains DM stability in the same way in which the
Standard Model (SM) explains proton stability. DM is stable because the renormalizable theory
has an accidental symmetry, dark-baryon number. No ad-hoc symmetry (such as R-parity or
Z2) needs to be imposed by hand.
The systematic study of such scenarios was initiated in [1], where dark quarks were assumed
to be lighter than the confinement scale ΛDC of the gauge theory, see also [2–9]. In this work
we explore the opposite regime with heavy fermions, see also [10]. This leads to increased
predictivity: in the presence of multiple dark-quarks, only the lightest one is typically relevant
for DM physics, that is thereby determined in terms of two free parameters, mQ and ΛDC.
Furthermore, it leads to novel characteristic signatures.
1. The cosmological history is not standard, and the relic DM abundance is determined in
two stages: the dark-quark relic abundance freezes out at T ∼ mQ/25 in the usual way,
through weakly coupled annihilations with cross section σQQ¯vrel ∼ piα2DC/m2Q. This is
followed at T ∼ ΛDC by a first-order dark phase transition [11], where a fraction of the
dark quarks Q and Q¯ binds into mesons, that decay, and the remaining fraction forms
stable dark-matter baryons B and B¯.
2. The BB¯ annihilation cross section relevant for indirect DM detection is a few orders
of magnitude larger than the usual QQ¯ annihilation cross section, being enhanced by
dark-atomic 1/αDC effects.
3. Fig. 1 illustrates the spectrum of the theory: the dark sector contains unstable dark-glue-
balls with mass MDG ∼ ΛDC which can be much lighter than DM with mass ∼ mQ, and
thereby potentially accessible to low-energy searches, such as high-luminosity fixed-target
experiments. If MDG is larger than the binding energy, some dark quarks could have
formed long-lived excited dark baryons, that de-excite emitting β or γ radio-activity.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we outline the scenario and the main options:
SU(NDC) and SO(NDC) gauge theories, with dark quarks neutral or charged under the SM
gauge group. In section 3 we study the bound states: lighter unstable dark glue-balls, dark
mesons, stable dark baryons; we compute their binding energies by means of a variational
method. In section 4 we study how baryon DM can form throughout the cosmological history.
In section 5 we study signatures in cosmology, direct detection, indirect detection (enhanced by
recombination), colliders, high-intensity experiments at lower energy, radioactive DM. Detailed
computations in the main specific models are presented in section 6. In section 7 we conclude
summarising the main novel results.
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Figure 1: Typical spectrum of the theory. We assume that the lightest dark quark is heavier
than the dark confinement scale, ΛDC. DM is dark baryon made of NDC dark quarks. The
lightest dark states are unstable dark glue-balls.
2 The scenario
We consider DM made of ‘dark quarks’, new fermions possibly charged under the SM gauge
group and charged under a new confining gauge interaction GDC = SU(NDC) or SO(NDC).
We will dub the new interaction Dark Color (DC). The dark-quarks are assumed to lie in
the fundamental representation of the DC group and to form a vectorial representation R (in
general reducible) of the SM
Q ≡ (NDC, R)⊕ (N¯DC, R) (1)
where NDC and N¯DC indicate respectively the fundamental and anti-fundamental representation
of the dark-color group, andR is a representation of the SM groups. These theories are described
by the renormalizable Lagrangian
L = LSM − 1
4g2DC
GAµνGAµν + Q¯i(i /D −mQi)Qi + (yijHQiQj + y˜ijH∗QiQj + h.c.) (2)
where GAµν is the field-strength for the DC interactions. A topological term for the DC sector
can be added, but it will not play an important role in the present paper. When Yukawa
couplings are allowed by the gauge quantum numbers, two independent couplings y and y˜ exist
for left and right chiralities of the vector-like fermions, breaking in general parity P and CP.
The addition of new vector-like fermions charged under a dark gauge interaction maintains
the successes of the SM for what concerns flavor and precision observables. As a consequence,
the new physics can lie around the weak scale with no tension with experimental bounds, yet
accessible to DM and collider experiments.
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The renormalizable theories considered here enjoy accidental symmetries (dark baryon num-
ber, species number and generalisations of G-parity [12]) that lead to stability of particles that
are therefore good DM candidates, if safe from decay by dimension five operators of the form
(Q¯iQj)(H†H). We focus on the simplest and more robust possibility: DM as the lightest dark-
baryon, made of QNDC . In fact, taking a GUT or a Planck scale as UV cut-off for our model,
the approximate dark baryon number conservation is typically sufficient to guarantee stability
over cosmological time scales.
Stability of the QNDC dark baryon can remain preserved up to dimension-6 operators in the
presence of extra states charged under GDC, provided that they have quantum numbers different
from Q. Their thermal relic abundance would be sub-leading, if they are much lighter than
Q. For example, sticking to fundamentals of GDC, the Q → −Q symmetry remains preserved
in the presence of a dark scalar S, as long as fermion singlets νR and the consequent QS∗νR
operators are absent.
Choices of the gauge quantum numbers that lead to acceptable DM candidates have been
presented in the literature [1]. We will adopt the simplest and most successful models.
The new point of this paper is that we will study the phenomenology of such models as-
suming that the constituent dark quarks have masses mQ larger than the confinement scale of
the dark gauge interactions
ΛDC ≈ mQ exp
[
− 6pi
11C2(G)αDC(mQ)
]
(3)
where C2( SU(N)) = N , C2( SO(N)) = 2(N − 2)1 and αDC(mQ) is the value of the coupling
at the scale of the lightest dark quark. The temperature at which the dark confinement phase
transition occurs roughly is ΛDC.
This scenario presents qualitatively novel aspects. Freeze-out of DM constituents Q occurs
at the scale mQ/25 (or larger if there is a dark baryonic asymmetry [9]). At lower temperatures,
Q forms an interacting fluid with dark gluons and possibly with some SM vectors. DM baryons
only form in a second ‘darkogenesys’ stage at a lower temperature, around the dark confinement
scale ΛDC which could be as light as 100 MeV. For dark quark masses in the TeV range this
translates into
αDC(mQ) ≈ 6pi
11C2(G) lnmQ/ΛDC
≈ 0.06 3/C2(G)
lnmQ/(104ΛDC)
. (4)
During a first order phase transition, a fraction of the dark quarks manage to form dark baryons,
which remain as DM, and the remaining fraction annihilates into dark glue-balls, which later
decay into SM particles.
1This differs from [1] because we use a different convention for the normalization of αDC, reflected by the
different index T = 2 for the vector of SO(N), see table 1. The present normalization satisfies α SO(3) = α SU(2).
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2.1 Models
In the heavy quark regime, mQ  ΛDC, the dark baryon mass is roughly the sum of the
constituent masses. Then, mixing between baryons made of different species is negligible as
long as their mass splitting is larger than the binding energy
|mQ1 −mQ2 | > max(ΛDC, α2DCmQ1). (5)
We will assume that this is the case, such that DM is made of the lightest specie of dark quarks.
Then, different gauge quantum numbers of Q give different models. They fall into two main
categories: either Q is a neutral singlet N under the SM gauge group, or it is charged. In the
first case the DM candidate is QNDC : a dark-baryon with spin NDC/2, singlet under the SM.
In the second case DM has lower spin.
Let us discuss more in detail theories with charged Q.
In theories with dark gauge group GDC = SU(NDC) candidates with non-vanishing hyper-
charge are excluded by direct DM searches, so that a successful DM candidate is obtained if
the lightest dark quark is a triplet V under SU(2)L, neutral under SU(3)c⊗U(1)Y 2. Avoiding
sub-Planckian Landau poles for SU(2)L fixes NDC = 3.
The situation is different in theories with dark gauge group GDC = SO(NDC): since its
vectorial representation is real, the lightest dark baryon is a real particle, fermion or boson.
Real particles cannot have a vector coupling to a spin-1 particle, so dark quarks with non-
vanishing hypercharge are allowed as long as a small coupling with the Higgs splits the two
degenerate real states. Acceptable DM candidates are obtained again for Q = V , but also for
Q = L ⊕ N ⊕ . . . or Q = L ⊕ V ⊕ . . . , where the lightest dark quark L has the same gauge
quantum numbers of a lepton doublet, such that Yukawa couplings to the Higgs are allowed.
Such models can give rise to inelastic dark matter phenomenology [14].
3 The bound states
Dark gluons form dark glue-balls (DG), with mass MDG ≈ 7ΛDC. Dark quarks bind into dark
mesons and dark baryons. In the Coulombic regime the size of dark quark bound states is set
by the Bohr radius, a0 ∼ 1/(αDCmQ) with binding energy EB ∼ α2DCmQ. We can distinguish
three different regimes, depending on the relative ordering of 1/a0, EB < 1/a0 and ΛDC:
A) If ΛDC  EB  1/a0: confinement gives small corrections and bound states are well
described by Coulombic potentials. This region roughly corresponds to αDC <∼ 0.1 and
mQ>∼ 103ΛDC and is plotted in blue in fig. 2 for a SU(NDC) group.
2An exception can be provided by models with degenerate dark quarks [13].
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Figure 2: Qualitatively different regions described in the text as function of the mass hierarchy
mQ/ΛDC and of NDC, superimposed to a contour plot of αDC renormalized at mQ. We assumed
a SU(NDC) gauge group; similar results hold for SO(NDC).
B) If EB <∼ΛDC<∼ 1/a0 dark baryons form at temperatures around the confinement scale in
excited states, that later try to decay into lowest lying Coulombian bound states [10]. This
region is plotted in red in fig. 2 and roughy corresponds to αDC ∼ 0.2 and mQ ∼ 100ΛDC.
C) If 1/a0  ΛDC bound states are similarly to quarkonium in QCD, dominated by con-
finement phenomena. This region is plotted in green in fig. 2 and roughy corresponds to
αDC >∼ 0.4 and mQ<∼ 10ΛDC.
3.1 Dark glue-balls
Under our assumptions, the lightest bound state in the dark sector are dark glue-balls (DG),
with quantum numbers JPC = 0++ and mass MDG ≈ 7ΛDC [15], which can be much lighter
than the DM mass, NDCmQ. Interactions of dark gluons with the SM are induced by loops
of dark quarks (possibly DM itself) charged under the SM sector as in fig. 3. Assuming dark
quarks with electro-weak charges we estimate the lifetime of the lightest 0++ glue-ball as (see
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Figure 3: Leading processes describing interactions between the SM and the dark gluons.
GDC Representation R Dimension d Index T Casimir C
fundamental N 1/2 (N2 − 1)/2N
SU(N)
adjoint N2 − 1 N N
fundamental N 2 N − 1
SO(N)
adjoint N(N − 1)/2 2N − 4 2N − 4
Table 1: The dimension, the index T and the quadratic Casimir C of fundamental and adjoint
SU(N) and SO(N) representations.
section 5.5 and [16])
τDG ∼

10 sec
(
10 GeV
MDG
)9(
mQ
TeV
)8
DG→ γγ
10−3 sec
(
0.1
y
)4(
mb
mq
)2(
10 GeV
MDG
)7(
mQ
TeV
)4
DG→ qq¯, if MDG > 2mq
10−16 sec
(
0.1
y
)4(
500 GeV
MDG
)5(
mQ
TeV
)4
DG→ hh, if MDG > 2Mh,
(6)
where mq is the mass of the SM quarks. A smaller life-time arises in the presence of extra light
states charged under GDC, for example a dark color scalar coupled to the SM through the Higgs
portal. The glue-ball lifetime can vary from cosmological to microscopic values. As we will see,
cosmological constraints generically imply3
τDG + tΛDC <∼ 1 sec (7)
where tΛDC ∼MPl/g1/2∗ Λ2DC is the cosmological time at which dark confinement occurs.
3We do not consider cosmologically stable glue-balls as DM candidates because their thermal abundance is
too large if the dark sector was in thermal equilibrium with the SM.
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3.2 Dark mesons
Dark confinement implies that physical states at zero temperature are singlets of dark color:
mesons and baryons. Assuming that dark quarks fill a representation R = (RDC, RSM) of the
dark gauge group times the SM gauge group, the non-relativistic interaction between a Q and
a Q¯ is a Coulomb/Yukawa potential mediated by dark vectors and by SM vectors. For a two-
body state in the representation JDC ∈ RDC ⊗ R¯DC of GDC and JSM ∈ RSM ⊗ R¯SM of GSM the
Coulombic potential is
V = −αDCλDC + αSMλSM
r
≡ −αeff
r
, λJ =
CRJ + CR¯J − CJ
2
, (8)
where CRJ are the quadratic Casimirs, see table 1. In the Coulombic regime the size of dark
quark bound states is given by the Bohr radius, a0 ∼ 2/(αeffmQ) while the energy is EB ∼
α2effmQ/4. For QQ¯ dark meson singlets one finds αeff = CNαDC.
When a0 > Λ
−1
DC the effects of confinement cannot be neglected. The effective potential can
be approximated as V ≈ −αeff/r+Λ2DCr so that the bound states are dominated by the Coulom-
bian term when Λ2DCa
2
0 < αeff or equivalently ΛDC/mQ<∼α3/2DC : the Coulombic approximation
does not hold in the green region of fig. 2.
3.3 DM dark baryons
Under our assumptions DM is the neutral component of dark baryons made of the lightest
dark-quark multiplet4. The lightest dark baryons are the s-wave bound states with minimal
spin (altought extra spin gives a small extra mass, unlike in QCD).
If the lightest dark quark is a SM singlet, Q = N , the lightest dark baryon has a symmetric
spin wave-function, so that its spin is NDC/2. If instead Q has a multiplicity NF the lightest
baryons fills the following representations, under both flavour and spin:
lightest dark baryon =

for NDC = 3
for NDC = 4
for NDC = 5
(9)
so that their spin is either 0 (for NDC even) or 1/2 (NDC odd). For example in the model where
Q = V (a SU(2)L triplet) and GDC = SU(NDC), the lighter dark baryons are triplets under
SU(2)L for NDC odd and singlets for NDC even.
The binding energy of dark baryons can be computed precisely using variational techniques.
Let us consider a more general system made of n ≤ NDC SM singlets dark quarks N in the
4Electro-weak interactions split the neutral from the charged components of SU(2)L multiplets (∆mQ =
α2MW sin
2(θW/2) ≈ 165 MeV when hypercharge vanishes [17]). In our region of parameters mQ  ΛDC>∼
GeV the mass splitting is always smaller than the binding energy of the baryons so that we can work in an
approximate SU(2)L invariant formalism.
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Trial dark-baryon wave-function ψB(r1, . . . rn)
exp(−k∑ni<j rij) ∑ni=1 exp(−k∑nj=1 rij) exp(−k∑ni=1 ri)
n CV CK CE CV CK CE CV CK CE
2 1 1 0.25 1 1 0.25 5/8 1 0.10
3 1.43 2.8 0.27 0.92 1.22 0.26 5/8 1 0.14
4 1.7 5 0.28 0.88 1.3 0.29 5/8 1 0.19
5 0.85 1.4 0.33 5/8 1 0.24
6 ∼ 0.8 ∼ 1.2 ∼ 0.4 5/8 1 0.29
Table 2: Binding energies of anti-symmetric bound states made of n dark-quarks with mass
mQ with a non-abelian Coulombian potential. We use the variational method and assume three
different trial wave functions. The coefficients CV,K,E are defined in eq. (13). In particular, for
n = NDC the bound states are dark baryons, and EB = CE(CNαDC)
2mQ.
anti-symmetric dark-color configuration. In the non-relativistic limit the Hamiltonian is
H = K + V, K =
n∑
i=1
p2i
2mQ
, V = − CNαDC
NDC − 1
n∑
i<j
1
rij
(10)
where ri is the position of dark-quark i and rij = |ri − rj|. It is convenient to rewrite H in
terms of the center-of-mass coordinate X = 1
n
∑n
i=1 ri, of the associated canonical momentum
P =
∑n
i=1 pi, and of the distances δi = ri − rn with associated canonical momenta pii =
pi − P /n for i = 1, . . . n− 1 The kinetic energy becomes
K = KCM +
1
mQ
n−1∑
i≥j
pii · pij (11)
where KCM = P
2/2nmQ. We compute the binding energy of the lightest baryons using the vari-
ational method with trial wave-functions for the dark-baryon state |B〉 containing one parameter
k with dimensions of inverse length. Defining 〈X〉 = 〈B|X|B〉/〈B|B〉 we use pii = −i∂/∂δi and
parameterize 〈1/rij〉 = CV k and 〈K −KCM〉 = nCKk2/2mQ such that
〈H −KCM〉 = nCK k
2
2mQ
− CV k n(n− 1)
2
CNαDC
NDC − 1 . (12)
Maximising with respect to k gives the binding energy
EQ
n
B = CEC
2
Nα
2
DCmQ ×
(n− 1)2
(NDC − 1)2 CE =
nC2V
8CK
(13)
where the last factor equals 1 for dark baryons with n = NDC.
Table 2 shows the resulting coefficients for three different trial wave-functions. For n = 2
we reproduce the Coulombian binding energy. For n = 3 and gauge group SU(3) we reproduce
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the QCD result, EQQQB ≈ 0.46α2DCmQ [18] (see also [19]). Numerical integration becomes
increasingly difficult for higher n.
The first two trial wave-functions depend only on relative distances rij and give similar
results for the binding energy (the biggest result is the best approximation). The third wave-
function ψB = (k/pi)n/2 exp(−k
∑n
i=1 ri), considered in [20] for G = SU(NDC), depends on
absolute coordinates ri, such that the center-of-mass kinetic energy is not subtracted: it leads
to CV = 5/8 and CK = 1 for any n (we find order one factors that differ from the analogous
computation in [20]), and the resulting binding energy can be a reasonable approximation at
large n.
As the numerical computation becomes more difficult for large NDC, it useful to comple-
ment it with the following approximation. The binding energy of dark baryons can be semi-
quantitatively understood by building them recursively adding dark quarks to a bound state.
For GDC = SU(3) the baryon can be thought as a stable di-quark bound to a quark. Treating
the di-quark as elementary we can construct a color singlet baryon adding the third quark.
Summing up the binding energies of QQ and QQ+Q one finds EB ∼ 0.7α2DCmQ not far from
the correct value EB ∼ 0.45α2DCmQ. Because the gauge wave-function of di-quarks is anti-
symmetric, the spin of s-wave bound states is 1 for a symmetric flavor wave-function and 0 for
an anti-symmetric wave-function. Generalising this argument to NDC quarks one finds a Bohr
radius a−10 ≈ αDCNDCmQ and a binding energy EB ≈ α2DCN3DCmQ in agreement with [21].5
3.4 Annihilations of DM dark baryons
Annihilations of DM dark baryons are relevant for computing their cosmological thermal abun-
dance (section 4) and for indirect detection signals (section 5.2).
The cross section for annihilation of dark baryons B with dark anti-baryons B¯ receives a
contribution of particle-physics size, due to perturbative annihilation of constituents, σBB¯vrel ∼
piα2DC/m
2
Q. A bigger contribution arises at scattering energies smaller than the binding energy:
the long-range Coulomb-like force inside baryons can distort the orbits of the constituent quarks
such that two overlapping baryons can recombine into mesons. Despite the negligible energy
transfer this rearrangement has a large effect, because the QQ¯ into mesons later annihilate,
such that mesons decay.6 Such recombination can take place efficiently only if vrel <∼αDC:
5The binding energy of n − 1 antisymmetric dark quarks with an extra dark quarks is En−1,1B =
1
2λ
2
n−1,1,nα
2
DCµn−1,1 where µn1,n2 = n1n2/(n1+n2)mQ is the reduced mass and λn1,n2,n3 = (Cn1 +Cn2−Cn3)/2.
The quadratic Casimir of the n-index antisymmetric tensor of SU(NDC) is Cn =
1
2n(NDC − n)(1 + 1/NDC).
The total binding energy of a singlet made of the anti-symmetric combination of n = NDC dark quarks is then
EQ
n
B ≈
NDC∑
n=2
En−1,1B ≈
N2DC(NDC − 1)
24
α2DCmQ. (14)
6This phenomenon is somewhat analogous to the annihilation of hydrogen (ep) with anti-hydrogen (e¯p¯), that
can recombine as (ep) + (e¯p¯) → (ee¯) + (pp¯) followed by the ee¯ and pp¯ annihilation processes. Recombination
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classically this corresponds to the condition that the relative velocity is not much larger than the
orbital velocity; quantistically to the condition that the wave-length of the incoming particles
is larger than the size of the bound states. At larger energy one has partonic scatterings among
constituents, with the smaller cross section discussed above.
The dominant recombination, if allowed kinematically, arises when a dark baryon QNDC
and a dark anti-baryon Q¯NDC emit one QQ¯ dark meson, leaving a dark baryonium bound state
made of NDC − 1 dark quarks Q and NDC − 1 anti-quarks Q¯:
(QNDC) + (Q¯NDC)→ (QQ¯) + (QNDC−1)(Q¯NDC−1). (15)
Rearrangements into several mesons, such as (QNDC) + (Q¯NDC) → (QQ¯)NDC , is suppressed at
large NDC [21].
Assuming an estimate similar to the hydrogen-anti-hydrogen result, the cross-section rele-
vant for indirect detection and at late times during the freeze-out is
σBB¯ ∼
pi R2B√
Ekin/EB
⇒ σBB¯vrel ∼
1√
NDCCNαDC
pi
m2Q
(16)
which vastly exceeds the annihilation cross sections among dark-quark constituents, σQQ¯vrel ∼
piα2DC/m
2
Q. Heuristically the large cross-section can be understood as follows: when the baryon-
anti-baryon overlap a quark anti-quark-pair becomes unbound and can form a meson. For
low enough velocities this process happens with probability of order one leading to an almost
geometric cross-section. Additionally we consider thermal correction to the Bohr radius, which
can become important during the freeze-out process [10]. A more precise value of σBB¯ needs a
dedicated non-relativistic quantum mechanical computation.
Next, we can check which rearrangements are kinematically allowed. Considering, for ex-
ample, GDC = SU(3) (CN =
4
3
) or SO(3) (CN = 2) we have the following binding energies:
• The binding energy of a QQ¯ singlet meson is EQQ¯B = 14C2Nα2DCmQ, see the discussion
around eq. (8).
• The binding energy of a QQQ baryon is EQQQB ≈ 0.26C2Nα2DCmQ, see eq. (13).
• The binding energy of a QQ di-quark state is EQQB = 14EQQ¯B , see eq. (13).
The rearrangement into 3 mesons is kinematically allowed, given that the energy difference is
positive: ∆EB = 3E
QQ¯
B − 2EQQQB ≈ 0.23C2Nα2DCmQ.
The dominant process in eq. (15) seems also allowed, in view of
∆EB = E
QQ¯
B + E
QQQ¯Q¯
B − 2EQQQB ≈ (1 + 2)EQQ¯B + 2EQQB − 2EQQQB = 0.35C2Nα2DCmQ > 0 (17)
is energetically favourable because the two heavier protons can form a deep bound state. The rearrangement
cross section is of atomic size, σvrel ∼
√
me/mHpiαema
2
0 for mHv
2
rel < meα
2
em [22–25].
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Figure 4: Qualitative dependence of the DM relic abundance as function of ΛDC and of mQ:
the cosmological value is reproduced along the boundary between the green and red regions.
For ΛDC  mQ ≈ 100 TeV we recover the results of [1]. A lighter mQ is allowed if instead
mQ  ΛDC, in view of the perturbative value of αDC at freeze-out. However, if the glue-ball
lifetime τDG is too long, glue-ball decays can wash-out the DM density. We consider 3 different
scenarios: decay due to heavy states charged under the SM; decay due Yukawa couplings to the
Higgs with y ≈ 0.2, and a shorter life-time, possible due to existence of a light scalar.
where we estimated the binding energy of QQQ¯Q¯ as the one of Q-Q and of Q¯-Q¯, plus the
(QQ)-(Q¯Q¯) binding energy approximated as 2EQQ¯B , where the factor of 2 accounts for the
reduced mass.
If the dark baryons B are not in the Coulombic regime, they can be approximated as heavy
dark quarks kept together by flux tubes which give a confining linear potential V ∼ Λ2DCr. The
recombination cross section then is geometric, σBB¯ ∼ piR2, at any scattering energy [26–28].
Indeed this is the cross section for crossing of two flux tubes with length ≈ R; lattice simulations
suggest that the probability of reconnection is close to one (a similar process takes place in string
theory, where the reconnection probability can be suppressed by the string coupling [29]).
4 DM relic abundance
We here study the thermal relic DM abundance, assuming a vanishing or negligible dark-
baryon asymmetry. No such asymmetry can exist in SO(NDC) models (because baryons are
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real particles), while generating an asymmetry in SU(NDC) models requires substantially more
complicated constructions [9]. We need to distinguish two qualitatively different scenarios:
• Dark color confines before freeze out, i.e. ΛDC>∼mQ/25: dark baryons form before freeze-
out, but their kinetic energy at freeze-out is large relative to their potential energy, so
that the annihilation cross section is the one among constituents, σQQ¯vrel ∼ piα2DC/m2Q,
smaller than the cross section in the limit ΛDC  mQ considered in previous works [1].
Thereby the DM mass suggested by the cosmological abundance is mildly smaller than
MB ∼ 100 TeV.
• We focus on the more radical possibility that dark color confines after freeze out, at
ΛDC  mQ/25. Around freeze-out at T ∼ mQ/25 the dark coupling αDC is perturbative
and dark quarks Q are free. They later partially combine into DM baryons at T ∼ ΛDC.
The DM mass suggested by cosmology is smaller than in the previous case.
The SM sector and the dark sector are in thermal contact during freeze-out ifQ is charged under
GSM (for example Q could be a triplet under SU(2)L), or in the presence of a heavier dark quark
Q′ charged under the SM, provided that its mass is comparable to Q. If instead mQ′  mQ the
two sectors decouple at T <∼mQ′/25; nevertheless they later evolve keeping equal temperatures
as long as there are no entropy release takes place. Otherwise, if the numbers of degrees of
freedom gSM or gDC depend on T (this happens in the SM at T <∼Mt), the temperatures become
mildly different, satisfying gSM(TSM)T
3
SM/gSM(Tdec) = gDC(TDC)T
3
DC/gDC(Tdec).
More importantly, the fraction of the dark energy density which does not contribute to
forming DM dark baryons thermalises into dark glue-balls which decay into SM particles.
These decays only produce a mild entropy release into the SM sector, (T ′SM/TSM)
3 = 1 +
r(gDCT
3
DC)/(gSMT
3
SM) with r = 1, provided that τDG < tΛDC , such that dark glue-balls decay
while relativistic. If instead τDG > tΛDC , dark glue-balls can decay while they dominate the
energy density, because the energy density has grown by a factor r ≈ (τDG/tΛDC)2/3 relatively
to the SM energy density. This factor arises as follows. In a first phase, dark glue-balls are
kept in thermal self-equilibrium by ‘cannibalistic’ 3→ 2 scatterings, such that conservation of
dark entropy SDC = a
3(ρDG + pDG)/TDC [30–32] implies ρDG
∝∼ 1/a3, while TDC evolves only
logarithmically with a, the scale factor of the universe. After freeze-out of dark glue-balls, they
dilute as non relativistic matter, such that again ρDG ∝ 1/a3. Given that SM particles are
relativistic and dilute as ρSM ∝ 1/a4, the relative dilution is ρDG/ρSM ∝ a. The scale factor
at the epoch of glue-ball decays is estimated from the condition H(a) ≈ τDG. If glue-balls
temporarily dominate the energy budget of the universe, their decays produce a huge entropy
release, washing out the DM abundance as well as the baryon abundance. The situation is
qualitatively illustrated in fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Examples of dark condensation for NDC = 3 (left), 4 (middle) and 5 (right). Dark
quarks Q (anti-quarks Q¯) are denoted as red (blue) dots, placed at random positions. We assume
that each DM particle combines with its dark nearest neighbour, forming either unstable QQ¯
dark mesons (gray lines) or stable QNDC dark baryons (red regions) and Q¯NDC dark anti-baryons
(blue regions).
4.1 Freeze out of dark quarks and Dark Condensation
Let us discuss in detail the case where the confinement phase transition takes place after freeze-
out, corresponding to a relatively small αDC(mQ), see eq. (4).
The density of free quarks after freeze-out and before confinement can be computed by solv-
ing the coupled Boltzmann equations for the fermions and bound states, described in appendix
A. Formation of bound states from dark quarks is a negligible phenomenon until the dark
gauge coupling is perturbative, given that only a small amount of dark quarks survived to their
freeze-out, as demanded by the observed cosmological DM density. Formation of NDC ⊗ N¯DC
and NDC⊗NDC two-body bound states is further suppressed by the fact that it proceeds from
a repulsive initial channel given that one dark-gluon must be emitted, in dipole approximation,
to release the binding energy. In appendix A we show that only a small fraction of dark quarks
gets bound in stable NDC ⊗NDC states.
Only when the temperature of the dark sector cools below the dark confinement scale, a dark
phase transition happens (likely first order [33], leading to potentially observable gravity wave
signals), and dark quarks must recombine to form either dark mesons or dark baryons. Dark
mesons annihilate, heating the plasma of dark glue-balls, which later decay into SM particles.
Only dark baryons survive as DM. Thereby we need to determine the fraction of DM that
survives to this phase of dark condensation.
Unlike in QCD, dark quarks are much heavier than the confinement scale, so that we can
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Figure 6: The freeze-out history of two scenarios is displayed. The red line corresponds to
confinement which takes place before freeze-out and the blue line shows the freeze-out which is
followed by confinement and condensation. In both scenarios at late times, once the velocity
drops below a critical value the constituent annihilation is replaced by a baryonic recombination,
which leads to a late stage of dark matter annihilation and an additional depletion of the DM
density.
neglect the possibility that QQ¯ pairs are created from the vacuum in order to favour the
rearrangement of dark colors [34,35]. Furthermore, dark quarks form a diluted gas, in the sense
that the average distance d(ΛDC) between them is much larger than 1/ΛDC,
d(T ) ∼ 1
nQ(T )1/3
∼ 1
T
(
2piTf
mQ
) 1
2
emQ/3Tf (18)
We are left with a classical combinatorics problem, a geometrical confinement. Each dark quark
is connected to a string, and the sea of Q and Q¯ must recombine into color singlets. Assuming
that a fraction ℘B of dark quarks recombines into baryons the required abundance of DM is
obtained for
〈σQQ¯vrel〉 ≈
℘B
(23 TeV)2
(19)
We assume in what follows that ℘B ∼ 1 for small NDC ∼ 3. A possible justification goes as
follows. In three dimensions the distance of a dark quark to its nearest neighbour is 0.75 times
smaller than the distance to its next to nearest neighbour, on average. This suggests that
only the nearest neighbours are relevant to the recombination process. Assuming that each Q
or Q¯ reconnects with probability one with its nearest neighbour, as illustrated in fig. 5, the
probability to form a dark baryon is roughly (1/2)NDC−2 smaller than the probability of forming
a dark meson. One than finds
℘B ≈ 1
1 + 2NDC−1/NDC
. (20)
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At face value for NDC = 3 this gives a baryon fraction 0.4 in agreement with other estimates
in the literature. One possible source of error arises from effects of crossing and rearrangement
of flux tubes during the recombination process.
So far we assumed no dark-baryon asymmetry. In SU(N) models dark baryon number is
conserved and, in more complicated models, a dark-baryon asymmetry could be generated.
Then one would get an extra contribution given by ΩDM = |ΩQ − ΩQ¯|.
The enhancement in σBB¯/σQQ¯ ∼ 1/α3DC due to recombination, discussed in section 3.4,
leads to an extra dilution of the DM cosmological abundance, see fig. 6. As the critical cross
section relevant for cosmology scales as 〈σvrel〉 ∝ 1/T , this effect can be relevant provided that
mQ/ΛDC <∼ 104 is not too large.
A larger related effect can emerge in the intermediate region B) where EB <∼ΛDC<∼ 1/a0 [10].
In this region the lowest lying bound states are Coulombian, but at temperature T they get
excited up to large distances where V ' σr (σ ∼ Λ2DC is the flux tube tension) forming
object with radius RB∗ ∼ T/Λ2DC much larger than the Bohr radius a0 = 2/(αDCmQ). Writing
V = −αDC/r + σr, a thermal computation gives, for T < ΛDC
RB∗(T ) ≈
(
a0 +
3mQT 5
√
mQT√
piσ4
e−EB/T
)(
1 +
mQT 4
√
mQT√
piσ3
e−EB/T
)−1
. (21)
The thermal radius reduces to a0 for T  EB, and to 3T/Λ2DC for T ∼ ΛDC. The critical
temperature below which the dark baryons relax to the ground state is of order of EB, and
possibly somewhat lower in view of the entropy factor of the almost continuum states of excited
states. At T ∼ ΛDC an excited baryon B∗ can be approximated as NDC dark quarks connected
by flux tubes with length RB∗ . When B∗ scatters with B¯∗ two flux tubes can cross: lattice
simulations suggest that the probability of reconnection is close to one; a similar process takes
place in string theory, where the reconnection probability can be suppressed by the string
coupling [29]. This results into a large geometric σB∗B¯∗ ∼ T 2/Λ4DC for T <∼ΛDC, which enhances
QQ¯ annihilations, as their rate inside thermally elongated hadrons is faster than the Hubble rate
(except possibly for hadrons with large angular momenta). Depending on the precise unknown
values of the phase transition temperature Tc ∼ ΛDC and of the string tension σ ∼ Λ2DC such
extra annihilations can be either subleading or substantially increase the value of the DM mass
that reproduces the cosmological DM density [10]. In the rest of the paper we do not consider
this possibility.
5 Signatures
5.1 Cosmological constraints
We discuss the various cosmological bounds, that require ΛDC >∼ 100 MeV.
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Extra radiation
If ΛDC  1 MeV (1 eV) dark gluons behave as extra relativistic degrees of freedom at the BBN
(CMB) epoch. Their amount can be parametrised as a contribution to the effective number of
neutrino species:
∆Neff =
8
7
d(G)
(
TDC
TSM
)4
(22)
where d(G) is the dimension of the dark color gauge group. Present bounds [36, 37] constrain
∆Neff(T ∼ 1 MeV)<∼ 1 and ∆Neff(T ∼ 1 eV)<∼ 0.5. This implies(
TDC
Tν
)4
=
(
2
gSM(Tdec)
)4/3
. 7
16d(G)
(23)
This condition is marginally consistent with SU(3) and SO(3) theories if the dark sector de-
couples at temperature Tdec & 1 GeV. Models with low confinement scale are however excluded
by other cosmological constraints.
Structure formation
Structures such as galaxies form because DM can freely cluster after matter/radiation equality,
at T <∼ 0.74 eV. DM that interacts with lighter dark gluons would instead form a fluid [38,39]:
DM clustering is negligibly affected provided that either the confinement scale is large enough,
ΛDC & 10 eV or the dark gauge coupling is small enough, αDC . 10−8. We will follow the first
option.
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
Dark-glue-balls with mass MDG ∼ 7ΛDC decay into SM particles injecting non-thermal particles,
which alter the cosmological abundances of light element or the CMB power spectrum. Barring
a dark sector with TDC  TSM, avoiding this requires that injection from glue-ball decays is
over at the BBN epoch, TSM ∼ MeV. This requires ΛDC>∼ MeV and that the dark-glue-ball
lifetime τDG is shorter than 1 sec [40].
Cosmic Microwave Background
Dark matter that annihilates around photon decoupling at Tdec ∼ 0.25 eV injects particles which
ionize hydrogen leaving an imprint on the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB). As
the relevant quantity is the total injected power, the CMB bounds on the DM annihilation cross
section are robust and do not depend on the details of the cascade process resulting from DM
annihilation to SM final states. The bound is weaker than typical indirect detection bounds [41]
feff〈σannvrel〉
mQ
< 4.1× 10−28 cm
3
sec GeV
(24)
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Figure 7: Left: Indirect detection limits on dark matter annihilation. Dwarf and CMB bounds
(with small astrophysical uncertainties) are compared to cross section values for dark matter
annihilation, which we estimate to be dominated by a recombination reaction of two dark baryons
at low velocities. MB is the mass of the DM baryon and MDG is the glue-ball mass. Two regimes
are clearly distinguished in the figure, they correspond to either dominant annihilations of glue-
balls into WW (for MDG > MW ) and to dominant annihilations into γγ (for MDG < MW ).
The green bands show the region where the known DM density is obtained thermally. Right:
The sensitivities of Galactic Center observations are considered and the most optimistic DM
abundances for indirect detection at the core of the galactic DM profile are assumed.
where feff is an efficiency parameter depending on the spectra of injected electrons and photons,
given by
feff =
1
2mQ
∫ mQ
0
E dE
[
2f e
+e−
eff
(
dN
dE
)
e+
+ fγeff
(
dN
dE
)
γ
]
(25)
where the ionization efficiencies for e± and γ have been computed in [42]. In our case mQ is
the mass of the composite dark baryon. The resulting bound is plotted in fig. 7 and leads to
a bound on the dark condensation scale ΛDC & 30 MeV in the region where DM is a thermal
relic.
5.2 Indirect detection
In the scenario where DM has no dark-asymmetry, dark baryons B can annihilate with dark
anti-baryons B¯ producing indirect detection signals. The DM kinetic energy MBv2 is typically
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much smaller than the energy of the excited states so that we can ignore higher resonances and
consider only the ground state dark baryon. Given that after confinement DM is a DC singlet
there is no Sommerfeld enhancement due to DC interactions. Still, the low-energy annihilation
cross section can be large due the large size of the bound states, as discussed in section 3.4, see
Eq. (16).
DM annihilation leads to the production of dark glue-balls, which are the lightest particles
in the dark sector. The minimal number of produced glue-balls is k >∼ 2NDC, possibly enhanced
up tp k ≈ mQ/MDG from dark hadronization effects. The dark glue-balls later decay to SM
particles. Dark glue-balls can decay into two photons (if lighter than MW and of the order of
ΛQCD) or — if Q is coupled to the higgs — into ff¯ , where f is heaviest SM fermion lighter
than MDG/2. Details of dark hadronization lead to a characteristically smeared spectrum.
If the dark glue-ball mass exceeds 2MW and if dark quarks are charged under SU(2)L, the
main decay channel is into two W bosons. The decay of the W ’s leads to a cascade with
multiple photons in the final state. The electro-weak Sommerfeld corrections are subdominant
in comparison to the atomic enhancement of the rearrangement cross sections at low velocities.
In this model framework two possibilities to accomodate for the e+ excess are present. Either
the dark glue-balls decay into µ+µ− and can provide a DM interpretation of the e+ excess
observed by PAMELA and AMS [43] for TeV scale dark baryons or dark glue-balls decay to
W+W− and explain the excess if the mass of the baryons if MB > 10TeV. The annihilation
cross section is large thanks to the BB¯ cross section enhancement by recombination.
5.3 Direct Detection
Direct detection experiments see DM dark-baryons as a particle and cannot resolve its con-
stituents. Indeed, the maximal momentum transfer in elastic interactions with nuclei of mass
mN is ≈ mNv <∼ 100 MeV in view of the galactic DM velocity v ∼ 10−3. In the range of pa-
rameters allowed for our models the size of DM bound states is smaller than the corresponding
wave-length so DM bound states scatter coherently with the nucleus.7.
SU(NDC) models
We first discuss SU(NDC) models where DM is complex. In the simplest case the dark-baryon
DM belongs to a single multiplet of the SM interacting as in minimal dark matter models [17].
Direct detection constraints on Z-mediated scatterings are satisfied if the DM candidate has no
hyper-charge, which implies integer isospin. The loop-level W -mediated cross section [17,45,46]
is independent of the dark matter mass and entirely dependent by its SU(2)L quantum number,
equal to about σSI ≈ 1.0 × 10−45 cm2 for a weak triplet, and to ≈ 9.4 × 10−45 cm2 for a weak
quintuplet. The predicted cross-sections are above the neutrino floor and will be observable in
future experiments if MB . 15 TeV.
7Some fraction of dark baryons could form dark nuclei [44], affecting direct detection signals.
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This simple result can however be drastically modified in the presence of heavier dark
fermions. In models where the DM fermion has Yukawa couplings (y for the left-handed chirality
and y˜ for the right-handed chirality) with the Higgs and with an heavier dark-quark with non
vanishing hypercharge, the DM candidate can acquire a vector coupling to the Z. The heavier
dark-quarks have a vectorial coupling to the Z given by
gZ ≡ g2
cos θW
(
T3 −Q sin2 θW
)
. (26)
After electro-weak symmetry, the dark-quarks that make up the DM mix with the heavier dark
quarks, acquiring an effective vectorial coupling
geffZ =
gZ
2
(s2L + s
2
R) (27)
where sL and sR are the mixing of left and right chiralities. Since the Z is coupled to a conserved
current, the coupling gBZ to dark baryons is given by the sum of the constituent charges. For
example gBZ = NDCg
eff
Z when the dark-baryon is made of electroweak singlets. At low energies
we obtain the effective interaction between B, the DM dark baryon, and the SM quarks q
Leff ⊃ g
B
Zg
q
Z
M2Z
(B¯γµB)(q¯γµq). (28)
From this Lagrangian one obtains the spin-independent DM cross section on nuclei N
σSI =
(µnGF cos θW)
2
4pi
(
gBZ
g2
)2
(29)
where µn is the reduced mass of the DM-nucleon system. The direct detection bound implies
gBZ . 7× 10−4
√
MB/TeV.
When Yukawa couplings exist, Higgs mediated scatterings are also generated. The Yukawa
coupling to the lightest mass eigenstate is yeff = ysLcR + y˜cLsR. The Yukawa coupling of dark-
baryons is given by the sum of the Yukawa of the constituent dark quarks. The resulting SI
cross section is [47]:
σSI =
√
2GFf
2
n
pi
µ4n
M4h
y2B (30)
where fn ≈ 1/3 is the relevant nuclear form factor [48, 49]. Direct detection bounds imply
yB . 4× 10−2
√
MB/TeV.
Furthermore, fermionic composite DM that contains electrically charged constituents has
a magnetic moment µ ∼ eαDC/(4pi)mQ that can lead to a potentially observable cross-section
with characteristic dependence on the recoil energy ER, dσ/dEE ≈ e2Z2µ2/4piER.
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SO(NDC) models
Models based with dark quarks in the fundamental of GDC = SO(NDC) behave differently,
because the lightest fermion is a real Majorana state that cannot have vectorial couplings to
the Z. Mass eigenstates χM have only axial couplings to the Z
g˜effZ χ¯Mγµγ5χM with strength g˜
eff
Z =
g2
2 cos θW
(s2L − s2R). (31)
This contributes to spin dependent cross-sections with nuclei, subject to much weaker bounds.
For this reason DM candidates with non-zero hypercharge are possible in the presence of a small
mixing with a real particle. For what concerns Higgs interactions these are as in SU(NDC) and
similar bounds apply.
Vector coupling to the Z can be present between DM and heavier states. DM made of
electro-weak doublets gives two almost degenerate Majorana fermions split by
∆m ∼ y
2v2
∆mQ
(32)
where ∆mQ is the mass splitting between the two dark quarks which get mixed. When the
splitting is smaller than O(100 KeV) inelastic transitions between the two states can take place
giving rise to inelastic dark matter [14].
Finally, we comment on dipole moments. In models with GDC = SU(NDC) and mQ  ΛDC,
fermionic baryons acquire large magnetic dipole moments (which give characteristic signals in
direct detection experiments [1]) thanks to non perturbative effects. If instead mQ  ΛDC,
neutral baryons have small magnetic moments given (at leading order) by the sum of the
elementary moments. A similar result holds for electric dipoles, possibly generated by a θDC
angle by instantons, which are suppressed in the perturbative regime. Polarisability of weakly
coupled dark matter bound states could also be of interest [50,51].
5.4 Collider
If dark quarks are charged under the SM, bound states of the new sector can be produced singly
or through the hadronization of the dark quarks produced in Drell-Yan processes.
Resonant single production does not depend on the details of the strong dynamics. In the
narrow width approximation, the production cross-sections of a bound state X of mass MX is
given by
σ(pp→ X) = (2JX + 1)DX
MXs
∑
P
CPPΓ(X → PP) , (33)
where DX is the dimension of the representation, JX is its spin, P the parton producing the
resonance and CPP are the dimension-less parton luminosities, see [52].
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Figure 8: Left: ATLAS bounds on the cross section for the direct production of a spin 1
resonance decaying into leptons (µ und e) [53]. Right: ATLAS bounds on the dark quarks
pair production cross section [53]. They are derived assuming that ∼ 1/3 of the produced dark
quarks form spin 1 bound states and the others spin 0 bound states.
.
Bound states with spin-0 are produced from vector bosons fusion. For constituent dark
quarks with SU(2)L× U(1)Y quantum numbers the decay width of singlet spin-0 bound states
is
Γ
(
XJ=0I=0 → γγ
)
= NDCα
2 |Rn0(0)|2
F 2m2Q
(T2 + d2Y
2)2
d2
(34)
where T2 (d2) is the index (dimension) of the SU(2)L representation, Rn0(0) is the value at
the origin of the bound state wave-function and F = 1(2) for distinguishable (identical) dark
quarks. The decay rates into W and Z bosons and into dark gluons G are
ΓγZ
Γγγ
≈ 2(−T2 cot θW + Y tan θW)
2
(T2 + d2Y 2)2
,
ΓZZ
Γγγ
≈ (T2 cot θ
2
W + Y tan θ
2
W )
2
(T2 + d2Y 2)2
,
ΓWW
Γγγ
≈ 2 T
2
2
(T2 + d2Y 2)2 sin
4 θW
,
ΓGG
Γγγ
≈ 1
16F
N2DC − 1
N2DC
d22
(T2 + d2Y 2)2
α2DC
α2
.
(35)
Spin-1 bound states decay into fermions or scalars (and equivalent longitudinal gauge bosons
W,Z), as their decays into massless gauge bosons is forbidden by the Landau-Yang theorem.
For example, the decay width of an SU(2) triplet spin-1 bound state into a left-handed pair of
SM fermions is
Γa
(
XJ=1I=1 → ff¯
)
= NDC
α22
12
|Rn0(0)|2
F 2m2Q
T2 (36)
where we neglected possible hypercharge contributions. Singlet spin-1 bound states can also
decay into three dark gluons with a rate:
ΓGGG = NF
∑
abc d
2
abc
36 dR
pi2 − 9
pi
α3DC
|Rn0(0)|2
F 2m2Q
(37)
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where dabc = 2 Tr
[
T a{T b, T c}] with T a,b,c generators of the dark-color group in the dark quarks
representation.
For concreteness we focus on the model with GDC = SU(3) with a dark quark Q = V . In
the region of parameters relevant for DM, the dark coupling αDC is stronger than the electro-
weak couplings, so that the bound states are dominantly shaped by the dark interactions. In
the Coulomb limit, the radial wave function at the origin is then given by |Rn0(0)|2/m2Q =
(FmQα3eff)/(2n
3) with αeff defined as in (8). Spin-0 bound states are produced from photon
fusion and decay mostly into dark gluons with the branching ratios given in eq. (35). In view of
the small photon luminosity at LHC, no significant bound is obtained. Spin-1 resonances can
be produced in electro-weak interactions from first generation quarks and decay into electrons
and muons with a branching ratio of order 15%, neglecting decays to 3 dark gluons. In fig. 8
we show the bound from current di-lepton searches that exclude dark quark masses up to 1
TeV. This is significantly stronger than typical collider bounds on electro-weak charged states.
Dark quarks with SM charges can be also pair produced in Drell-Yan processes. In the
region of masses relevant for LHC, their kinetic energy is comparable to their mass. When
dark quarks travel a distance ` 1/ΛDC a flux tube develops between them carrying an energy
Λ2DC`, such that they reach a maximal distance [54]
`max ∼ mQ
Λ2DC
∼ 10−13 m
(
mQ
TeV
)(
GeV
ΛDC
)2
(38)
which is microscopic in the region relevant for DM phenomenology. The dark quarks will then
oscillate and de-excite to the lowest lying bound states with the emission of dark glue-balls,
until they eventually decay to SM states. It is difficult to determine the branching ratios into
each SM channel. Assuming for simplicity that all dark quark pairs de-excite democratically to
the lowest lying spin-0 and a spin-1 bound states, 2/3 of the events populate the spin-0 bound
states (singlet and quintuplet) and 1/3 populate the spin-1 triplet. In fig. 8 we show the bounds
from di-photons and di-leptons on double productions of dark quarks. Especially in the region
of large αDC, these bounds are weaker than the bounds from single production.
5.5 Dark glue-balls at high-intensity experiments
Dark glue-balls can be produced either through the production and subsequent decay of dark
mesons or through the effective operators [55–57]
O8 = αemαDCGAµνGµνAF ρσFρσ , O6 =
αDC
4pi
H†HGAµνGµνA (39)
The diagrams in fig. 3 generate O6,8 with coefficients
c8(mQ) =
TDC(T2 + d2Y )
60
1
m4Q
, c6(mQ) =
2TDC
3
1
h
∂ ln(detMF (h))]
∂h
∣∣∣∣
h=0
(40)
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Figure 9: Predicted values of the Higgs/dark gluon mixing angle α, assuming dark quarks with
Yukawa couplings y = 1 (blue lines) or adding a dark scalar with mass mS (green line) with a
mixed quartic λHS = 10
−2, as function of the dark gluon mass MDG. The shaded regions are
excluded, the dotted curves can be probed by future SHiP [58] (red points) and AFTER [59]
(magenta points) experimental proposals.
where MF (h) is Higgs-dependent dark quark mass matrix, TDC the index of the dark quark, T2
the isospin, and Y its hypercharge.
After confinement, O8 gives rise to a coupling between 0++ glue-balls and the SM gauge
bosons which allows the glue-balls to decay into photons. For the lightest 0++ glue-ball one
finds [56]
Γ0++→γγ =
α2emα
2
DC
14400pi
m30f
2
0S
m8Q
(T2 + d2Y
2)2 (41)
where f0S ≡ 〈0|TrGµνGµν |0++〉. Using the lattice result 4piαDCf0S ≈ 3M3DG valid for SU(3)
theories, one gets the dark-glue-ball lifetime in eq. (6) for models with electro-weak charges.
The Yukawa couplings between the dark and the SM sector induce a mixing angle α between
dark glue-balls and the SM Higgs
sinα ≈ c6αDC
4pi
vf0S
M2h
(42)
giving rise to the dark glue-ball decay widths
Γ0++→ff¯ = Nc
MDG
16pi
y2f sin
2 α , Γ0++→gg =
α2s
72pi3
M3DG
v2
sin2 α , (43)
The cross-section for the production of dark glue-balls are negligible at LHC. Light dark
glue-balls can be potentially produced in high luminosity experiments such as SHiP [58]. The
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SHiP experiment will operate at a center of mass energy ECM ≈ 27 GeV and will produce
approximately 1020 proton on target collisions. The distance from the target to the detector is
approximately L ∼ 100 m and the detector length is S ∼ 60 m. A detectable signal at SHiP
arises if there are a few events in the detector
Nev ∼ 1020σ(pp→ DG)
σpp
× [e−L/τDG (1− eS/τDG)] >∼ few (44)
where σpp ∼ 1/m2p is the proton-proton scattering cross section. This implies that the SHiP
experiment will probe only a region of the parameter space which is already excluded by indirect
detection bounds or electroweak precision tests (see next section). This conclusion is confirmed
by the result of a more precise computation, shown in fig. 9. In the same figure we also show the
sensitivity of an hypothetical fixed target experiment (AFTER) operating with LHC beams at a
center of mass energy ECM ≈ 115 GeV and producing approximately 1015 proton on target [59].
The conclusion persists even if the theory is modified by adding an extra dark colored scalar
neutral under GSM, coupled to the Higgs as λHS|S|2|H|2, which gives an extra contribution
c6 = λHSTDC/(12m
2
S), enhanced by its possibly small mass mS  Mh. Imposing |λHS|<∼ 0.01
in view of bounds on the Higgs invisible width, and mS >∼ΛDC in order not to change the DM
phenomenology, we find that dark glue-balls remain undetectable at SHiP.
5.6 Radioactive Dark Matter
As discussed in section 3 the parameter space allows for EB <∼ΛDC<∼ 1/a0 (region B). This
leads, in the primordial universe at temperatures T <∼ΛDC, to the production of excited DM
bound states. These states can be long-lived if ∆EB < MDG such that decays to a dark glue-
ball are kinematically forbidden. In models where Q is neutral under the SM, such excited
bound states then can only decay to light SM states (such as γγ or e+e−) through an off-shell
glue-ball-like state, giving rise to radioactive dark-matter. We can estimate the decay rate of
such trapped excited bound states, by splitting the phase space in terms of the invariant mass
M of the off-shell virtual dark glue-ball DG [52], obtaining
Γ(B∗ → B SM) = 1
pi
∫ ∆E2B
0
MdM2
Γ(B∗ → BDG∗(M)) ΓDG∗(M)
|M2 −M2DG + iΓDGMDG|2
. (45)
where Γ(B∗ → BDG∗) is the decay width into a virtual dark glue-ball with mass M , and
ΓDG∗(M) is its decay width into SM states. We approximated the imaginary part of the
propagator MΓDG∗(M) with the value on-shell. If the dark glue-ball can be on shell, the
integral around its peak gives Γ(B∗ → B SM) ' Γ(B∗ → BDG∗). We are interested in the
opposite regime where the intermediate state is off-shell. For MDG  ∆EB the propagator is
approximately constant and we estimate
Γ(B∗ → B SM) ∼ ∆E
3
B
piM4DG
Γ(B∗ → BDG∗(0))ΓDG∗(∆EB) . (46)
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Figure 10: De-excitation life-time of radio-active dark matter, that can be long when MDG ∼
7ΛDC is larger than the binding energy. A very long τ is obtained when the life-time of dark
glue-balls is so long that they dilute the DM density. In the left (right) panel glue-balls decay
thanks to heavier dark quarks charged under GSM (with a Yukawa coupling y to the Higgs).
Bounds from energy injection in the CMB spectrum are shown.
Taking into account that DG∗ is a dark glue-ball-like state that does not need to have spin 0,
but can match the quantum numbers of two dark gluons, we estimate Γ(B∗ → BDG∗(0)) ≈
α4DC(mQ)α
2
DC(ΛDC)mQ as the decay rate into two massless dark gluons. The 4 powers of
αDC(mQ) arise from the bound-state wave function and binding energy, while the two pow-
ers of αDC(ΛDC) ∼ 1 arise from dark-gluon emission. ΓDG∗(∆EB) can be small, making excited
B∗ long lived, as shown in fig. 10, where the large increase of the life-time corresponds to the
transition from on-shell to off-shell decays. In models where Yukawa couplings exist excited
DM can decay through Z−mediated processes giving a much shorter lifetime, see fig 10 right
panel.
Bounds on radioactive DM can be inferred by rescaling bounds on decaying DM. An exces-
sive reionization of CMB is roughly obtained for tCMB  τ < 1.1 109 Gyr×∆EB/MB [60], where
tCMB ≈ 380 kyr is the Universe age at photon decoupling and MB is the DM mass. If DM is still
γ-radioactive today, one must have τ > 1011 Gyr×∆EB/MB, for 0.1 MeV<∼∆EB <∼ 10 GeV [61].
If DM is still β-radioactive today, its de-excitation life-time(s) must be longer than τ >
107 Gyr × ∆EB/MB, for MeV<∼∆EB <∼ 10 GeV [61]. DM with τ ∼ TU can be borderline
at MeV. In view of these bounds and of the model predictions, its seems unlikely that DM can
be radioactive enough to heat solving the small-scale potential ‘cusp/core’ and ‘missing satel-
lite’ problems of cold DM. In the parameter region without dark matter dilution by glue-ball
decay the glue-ball lifetime has to be smaller than one second, as we discussed earlier. This
leads to a half life of the radiative states of the order of a few hours. Thus they have no impact
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on the CMB spectrum.
5.7 Precision tests
Vector-like fermions do not give large corrections to electro-weak precision observables. The
regime mQ  ΛDC was discussed in [62, 63]. The result in the opposite regime is qualitatively
similar. The corrections to the precision S and T parameters are
∆Tˆ ∼ NDC y
4
16pi2
v2
m2Q
, ∆Sˆ ∼ NDC y
2
16pi2
v2
m2Q
. (47)
Experimental bounds allow couplings y ∼ 1 if mQ is above a few hundred GeV.
Extra Yukawa coupling can give extra effects in flavour. For general Yukawa couplings, the
theory contains CP violating phases Im[mQ1mQ2y
∗y˜∗] which generate electric dipole moments
of SM particles at two loops. Similar effects have been studied in supersymmetry [64]. In a
model with Q = L⊕ V we estimate
df ∼ NDCeQf α Im yy˜
16pi3
mf
mLmV
ln
mLmV
M2h
. (48)
For the electron this means
de ∼ 10−27 e cm× Im[yy˜]× NDC
3
× TeV
2
mLmV
(49)
to be compared with the experimental bound de < 8.7× 10−29 e cm [65]. A somewhat smaller
effect is obtained in the Q = L⊕N model.
6 Models
Finally, we analyse the microscopic structure of the simplest models with SU(NDC) and SO(NDC)
dark gauge interactions. At energies greater than ΛDC we have a set a fermions charged under
GDC ⊗ GSM. They annihilate into SM degrees of freedom or dark gluons. Moreover they can
form bound states through the emission of dark gluons or SM gauge bosons.
At tree level, a dark quark with mass mQ has the following s-wave annihilation cross section
into massless gauge bosons
〈σvrel〉ann = A1 + A2
16pigχdR
1
m2Q
(50)
where
A1 ≡ Tr[T aT aT bT b] , A2 ≡ Tr[T aT bT aT b] (51)
and gχ = 4(2)dR for Dirac or Majorana fermions. For dark quarks charged under both GDC
and GSM the notation above stands for T ≡ (gDCTDC ⊗ 1)⊕ (1⊗ gSMTSM). For dark quarks in
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GDC Ri  Rf IRi→Rf
1 adj N
2 − 1
2N
∣∣∣∣1± N2λf
∣∣∣∣2
SU(N)  N
3 −N
8
∣∣∣∣1± 1λf
∣∣∣∣2
1 adj (N − 1)
∣∣∣∣1± N − 2λf
∣∣∣∣2
SO(N)
adj N
3 −N2 − 4N + 4
4
∣∣∣∣1± 2λf
∣∣∣∣2
Table 3: Group-theory factors for formation of a bound state in the representation Rf from an
initial state in the representation Ri and viceversa.
the irreducible representation (N,RSM) the formula above gives
〈σvrel〉ann = 1
dSM
KDC1 +K
DC
2
4(2)N2DC
piα2DC
m2Q
+
1
NDC
KSM1 +K
SM
2
4(2)d2SM
piα2SM
m2Q
+
4CDCCSM
4(2)dSMNDC
piαDCαSM
m2Q
. (52)
The group theory factors are listed in table 1 using
K1(R) = d(R)C(R)
2 , K2(R) = K1(R)− d(A)C(A)T (R)
2
. (53)
Furthermore, dark quarks charged under the SM undergo extra annihilations into SM fermions
and into the Higgs.
Due to the attraction/repulsion of light mediators, the tree level cross-section is corrected by
the Sommerfeld effect [66,45,67,68] as σ ≈ S × σ0, where S encodes the effect of long-distance
interactions that deflect the incoming fermion wave-function. The effect of SM vectors is known
from the literature. We focus here on the effect of dark gluons. For s-wave annihilation
S =
2piαeff/vrel
1− e−2piαeff/vrel (54)
where αeff is the effective coupling in each dark color channel as defined in eq. (8). The fermion
bi-linears decompose in the representation of the dark-color group:
GDC = SU(NDC) : NDC ⊗ N¯DC = 1I⊕ adj, NDC ⊗NDC = ⊕ (55a)
GDC = SO(NDC) : NDC ⊗NDC = 1I⊕ adj⊕ . (55b)
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Name I S n ` Γann/mQ NDC = 3 NDC = 4 NDC = 5 Γdec/mQ Prod. from
1s−1 1 0 1 0 (8/6)
3α5DC (15/8)
4α5DC 3(24/10)
3α5DC 0 padj
1s+1 1 1 1 0
5(pi2−9)
pi × 26α6DC/37 153α6DC/214 33(2/5)6α6DC/7 0 padj
1s 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 p
2s−1 1 0 2 0 (8/12)
3α5DC 15
4α5DC/8
5 3(24/20)3α5DC O(α6DC) padj
2s+1 1 1 2 0
5(pi2−9)
pi × 23α6DC/37 153α6DC/217 63/7(αDC/5)6 O(α6DC) padj
2s 1 2 0 O(α6DC) O(α6DC) O(α6DC) O(α6DC) p
2p−1 1 0 2 1 O(α7DC) O(α7DC) O(α7DC) O(α6DC) sadj
2p+1 1 1 2 1 O(α7DC) O(α7DC) O(α7DC) O(α6DC) sadj
2p 0 2 1 O(α7DC) O(α7DC) O(α7DC) O(α6DC) s
Table 4: Summary of perturbative di-quark bound states in SU(N) models.
The effective potential in each channel is given by eq. (8) with λJ = 0 and λI = λR where
GDC = SU(NDC)
R λR × (2N) bound states
1 N2DC − 1 yes
adj −1 no
1−NDC no
NDC + 1 yes
GDC = SO(NDC)
R λR bound states
1 NDC − 1 yes
adj 1 yes
−1 no
(56)
Furthermore, two dark quarks can form a bound states emitting one vector. A pair of dark
quarks in the fundamental representation feels an attractive force in the singlet and in the
antisymmetric configuration. We adopt the results of [69] for the bound state formation cross
sections. For example, the cross section for forming the ground state, with quantum numbers
n = 1 and ` = 0, is
(σvrel)bsf =
1
NF
σ0λi(λfζ)
5 2S + 1
g2χ
211pi(1 + ζ2λ2i )e
−4ζλiarccot(ζλf )
3(1 + ζ2λ2f )
3 (1− e−2piζλi) × IRi→Rf (57)
where σ0 ≡ piα2DC/m2Q, ζ ≡ αDC/vrel and λi,f are the effective strength of the coupling αeff ≡
λIαDC of the initial and final state channels respectively, in two-body representation Ri and Rf .
The IRi→Rf factors encode the group theory structure and are listed in table 3.
6.1 Model with GDC = SU(3) and singlet dark quark
We first consider the model where the dark quark Q in the fundamental of SU(NDC) is a singlet
under the SM. We assume that extra unspecified heavier dark quarks with SM charges couple
the dark sector with the SM sector, such that glue-balls decay into SM particles. The s-wave
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Figure 11: Model with GDC = SU(3) and a dark quark neutral under GSM. Left: thermally
averaged cross sections for annihilation and for bound states formation, assuming mQ = 10 TeV
and αDC = 0.1 (ΛDC ≈ 30 GeV). Right: region where dark baryons reproduce the DM cosmo-
logical abundance. A recombination fraction ℘B = 0.4 is assumed.
QQ¯ annihilation cross-section into dark gluons is
〈σvrel〉 = N
4
DC − 3N2DC + 2
16N3DC
(
2
N2DC − 2
S1 +
N2DC − 4
N2DC − 2
Sadj
)
× piα
2
DC
m2Q
(58)
where S1 and Sadj are the Sommerfeld factors for the singlet (attractive) and adjoint (repulsive)
channels.
Let us consider the bound states. The SU(NDC) interactions give two attractive configura-
tions that can support bound states: the singlet contained in Q ⊗ Q¯ and the anti-symmetric
configuration in Q⊗Q. The former is unstable and gives a contribution to the effective annihi-
lation cross section, see Appendix; the latter is stable and could give rise to dark-recombination
at low temperatures (T . α2DCmQ). The unstable bound state is made of Dirac particles so it
exists for any choice of quantum numbers n, `, s. The stable bound state is made of identical
particles, so that a fully anti-symmetric wave-function implies that it must have spin 1 in s-wave
and spin-0 in p-wave. Moreover it can only be produced from an initial state in the symmetric
configuration. The main bound states together with their key properties are summarized in
table 4.
If dark confinement happens after freeze-out, the thermal relic abundance of DM is obtained
by first solving the Boltzmann equations for the elementary dark quarks and their perturbative
bound states. Table 4 implies that the bound states are produced from a repulsive initial
state. This suppresses the production of stable and unstable di-quark bound states at late
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Figure 12: Direct detection bounds, assuming dark quarks Q = N⊕L with Yukawa couplings to
the Higgs. Left: we consider the SU(3) model with mN < mL. Right: we consider the SO(3)
model with mL < mN , such that a large enough Yukawa coupling is needed in order to suppress
Z-mediated inelastic scatterings.
times, where the kinetic energy is insufficient to overcome the repulsion. As a consequence,
we find that the thermal relic abundance is mostly due to perturbative annihilations boosted
by the Sommerfeld enhancement, and by di-quark bound state production at earlier times. At
T ∼ ΛDC confinement occurs in the dark sector, and a fraction of the dark quarks is converted
into dark baryons. The dark baryons can undergo recombination annihilations, which have
large cross sections, leading to a late-time dark matter depletion.
When dark confinement takes place before freeze-out, annihilations are still governed by the
constituent cross section, provided that the typical velocities at freeze-out are large enough.
At lower velocities, the larger recombination cross section produces a late-time dark matter
depletion.
Taking all these effects into account, fig. 11 shows an estimate of the parameter region where
the thermal relic abundance of dark baryons matches the cosmological DM abundance.
A dark quark Q singlet under the SM can interact with the SM sector through heavier
mediators. The most interesting possibility is realised adding a vector-like dark quark L,
allowing to write Yukawa couplings with the SM Higgs
−L = mLLLc +mNNN c + y LHN c + y˜ LcH†N + h.c. (59)
As explained in section 5.3, after electro-weak symmetry breaking the singlets mix with the
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neutral component of the doublet generating an effective coupling to the Z and to the Higgs.
Denoting with UL and UR the rotation matrices to the mass eigenstate basis, the coupling to
Z is
g2
2 cos θW
Zµ
(
N¯i(U
†
L)2iσ¯
µ(UL)2jNj − N¯ ci (U †R)2iσ¯µ(UR)2jN cj
)
. (60)
For real Yukawa couplings (no CP violation) the UL,R are SO(2) matrices with rotation angle
tan 2θL =
2
√
2v (mLy˜ +mNy)
2m2L − 2m2N + (yv)2 − (y˜v)2
(61)
for UL and similarly for UR. The light singlet dark quark N acquires the coupling
g
2 cos θW
Zµ
(
(s2L + s
2
R)N¯γµN − (s2L − s2R)N¯γµγ5N
)
. (62)
Bounds from Higgs-mediated interactions are typically weaker and have a different dependence
on the mixings, namely
h√
2
(y˜ cLsR + y cRsL) N¯N . (63)
Fig.12 shows the bounds on the Yukawa coupling y, once we combine Higgs-mediated and
Z-mediated effects. Experiments are sensitive even to heavy and weakly mixed fermions.
6.2 Model with GDC = SU(3) and dark quark triplet under SU(2)L
We next consider the GTC = SU(NDC) model with dark quarks in a triplet (V ) of SU(2)L.
Requiring no sub-Planckian Landau poles selects NDC = 3. We compute in terms of SU(2)L
multiplets, neglecting the 165 MeV electro-weak splitting between charged and neutral compo-
nents. SM gauge interactions keep the dark sector in thermal equilibrium with the SM sector.
Pairs of dark quarks decompose as
Q⊗Q = (1⊕ 8, 1⊕ 3⊕ 5), Q⊗Q = (3⊕ 6, 1⊕ 3⊕ 5). (64)
The annihilation cross-section among dark quarks is
〈σvrel〉 =
(
7
162
piα2DC
m2Q
+
8
27
piαDCα2
m2Q
+
37
72
piα22
m2Q
)(
2
7
S1 +
5
7
S8
)
. (65)
where λ1 = 4/3 and λ8 = −1/6 are the effective strengths of the Sommerfeld factors for the
singlet and octet channels. For αDC < 3α2 the annihilation cross-section is dominated by the
SM interactions.
In the absence of confinement the desired DM relic abundance is obtained for mQ ≈
2.5TeV/
√
2NDC; such a model is however only allowed for αDC . 10−8 [38]. We assume that
dark interactions dominate or are comparable with the SM ones.
Neglecting SM interactions, the meson bound states are listed in table 4. Each bound state
has 9 components and decomposes as 1⊕ 3⊕ 5 under SU(2)L. The singlet and quintuplet are
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Figure 13: Model with GDC = SU(3) and with a dark quark tripled under SU(2)L. Left:
thermally averaged cross sections for annihilation and for bound states formation, assuming
mQ = 10 TeV and αDC = 0.07 (ΛDC ≈ 3 GeV). Right: region where dark baryons reproduce
the DM cosmological abundance.
symmetric under SU(2)L, so they have the same spin as in the previous case Q = N listed in
table 4. The triplet have the opposite spin, being anti-symmetric under SU(2)L.
The lightest baryons have spin 1/2 and lie in the adjoint representation of flavour SU(3)F ,
and split as 8 = 3 ⊕ 5 taking SU(2)L gauge interactions into account, such that the triplet is
lighter than the quintuplet.
Predictions for direct detection are then the same as for any fermion weak triplet (such
as wino [70]): σSI lies above the the neutrino background for mB . 15 TeV. Constraints on
Yukawa couplings with heavier dark quarks are similar to those discussed in the N ⊕L model.
The annihilation cross-section relevant for indirect detection a few orders of magnitude above
the canonical thermal value 3 10−26 cm3/ sec, being dominated by long-range rearrangement
processes as discussed around eq. (16); presumably without extra Sommerfeld enhancement.
Present bounds are shown in fig. 7, as a function of the dark glue-ball mass which controls the
energy spectrum of final-state particles. We combine searches for diffuse gamma rays from the
FermiLAT satellite and from the ground based H.E.S.S. observatory The FermiLAT limits
are more relevant in the case of light glue-balls decaying into photons; the H.E.S.S. limits are
sensitive to the cascade photons resulting from W boson decays in case of heavy glue-balls.
The sensitivity of the photon searches strongly depends on the number of steps in the dark
hadronization cascade and is thus rather uncertain. The limits coming from annihilation into
WW are more robust. We also show the limits from CMB energy injection are shown, which
have smaller astrophysical and theoretical uncertainties.
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6.3 Models with GDC = SO(NDC)
As discussed in section 2.1, models with dark gauge group SO(NDC) give rise to Majorana DM,
allowing for lightest dark quakrs in more general representations under GSM. The annihilation
cross-section of fermions in the fundamental of SO(NDC) into dark gluons is
〈σvrel〉 = N
2
DC(NDC − 1)
2
(
4
N2DC
S1 +
N2DC − 4
N2DC
S
)
× piα
2
DC
m2Q
(66)
where S1 and Sadj are the Sommerfeld factors for the singlet and adjoint channel respectively.
As a simple example we consider the model with a singlet N and a doublet L,
−L = mLLLc + mN
2
N2 + y LHN + y˜ LcH†N + h.c. (67)
Differently from the singlet model in section 6.1, N and N c are the same particle. The mass
matrix of the neutral states is
L ⊃ 1
2
(N1, N2, N3)
 0 mL vy/
√
2
mL 0 vy˜/
√
2
vy/
√
2 vy˜/
√
2 mN

 N1N2
N3
+ h.c. (68)
where the Weyl fermions N1 and N2 are the neutral components of L and L
c and N3 ≡ N . The
mass matrix can be diagonalised as Mdiag = U
TMU , where, at leading order in the Yukawa
couplings
U =

1√
2
i√
2
− y˜v√
2(mL−mN )
1√
2
− i√
2
− yv√
2(mL−mN )
v(y+y˜)
2(mL−mN )
i(y−y˜)v
2(mL−mN ) 1
 . (69)
The gauge coupling to the Z in the flavor basis are QZ = diag(1/2,−1/2, 0). Rotating to the
mass basis we obtain the couplings of the mass eigenstates to the Z,
gij ≡
(
U †QZU
)
ij
=
 0
i
2
(y−y˜)v
4(mL−mN )
− i
2
0 i (y+y˜)v
4(mL−mN )
(y∗−y˜∗)v
4(mL−mN ) −i
(y∗+y˜∗)v
4(mL−mN )
−(|y|2+|y˜|2)v2
4(mL−mN )2

ij
. (70)
Because the mass eigenstates are Weyl fermions, the diagonal couplings of DM to the Z are
purely axial. This can be made manifest converting to Majorana notation ΨM ≡ (N, N¯)/
√
2
such that Ψ¯iMγ
µΨiM vanishes identically. In this basis one finds
g2
cos θW
Zµ
[
aijΨ¯
i
Mγ
µγ5ΨjM + ivijΨ¯
i
Mγ
µΨjM
]
(71)
where aij = −Re gij and vij = Im gij. From eq. (70) we see that the only non vanishing terms
are of the form Ψ¯iMγ
µγ5ΨiM and Ψ¯
i
Mγ
µΨjM with i 6= j. The first interaction gives rise to spin-
dependent interactions suppressed by the mixing with the heavier states, which are below the
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sensitivity of present experiments. The second interaction produces inelastic scattering between
states with a mass splitting of order ∆m ∼ y2v2/(mN −mL).
The Higgs-mediated contribution to direct detection is similar to SU(NDC) models. Writing
LH = yijhN iN j/
√
2 + h.c. one finds
yij ≡
(
UT
∂M(h)
∂h
U
)
ij
=

(y+y˜)2v
2(mL−mN )
i(y2−y˜2)v
2(mL−mN )
(y+y˜)
2
i(y2−y˜2)v
2(mL−mN ) −
(y−y˜)2v
2(mL−mN )
i(y−y˜)
2
(y+y˜)
2
i(y−y˜)
2
− 2yy˜v
mL−mN

ij
. (72)
Fig. 12 illustrates the present bounds on the Yukawa couplings.
7 Conclusions
We studied fundamental theories of Dark Matter as baryons made of a dark quark Q with
mass mQ, charged under a dark gauge group SU(NDC) or SO(NDC) that becomes strong at
a scale ΛDC. The main options for the gauge quantum numbers of Q are: either neutral or
charged under the SM gauge group. DM is stable because dark baryon number is accidentally
conserved, analogously to the proton in the SM.
In past works we studied the possibility that Q is lighter than the dark condensation scale
ΛDC, finding that the DM cosmological abundance was reproduced as a thermal relic for ΛDC ∼
100 TeV, which saturates the perturbative unitarity bound on DM annihilations. In this work
we explored the opposite situation: this simple generalization leads to unusual and non-trivial
DM phenomenology.
The dark confinement scale ΛDC can be as low as 0.1 GeV, giving rise to unstable dark
glue-balls with mass MDG ∼ 7ΛDC as lightest dark particles. Dark glue-balls decay into lighter
SM particles, and can be searched for in low-energy experiments.
In cosmology, dark quarks freeze-out as usual at T ∼ mQ/25. DM can be lighter than
100 TeV because the dark gauge coupling αDC is perturbative, when renormalized at this en-
ergy. However, a second stage of cosmological history contributes to determining the DM relic
abundance: after a first-order phase transition at T ∼ ΛDC (that can lead to gravitational
waves) the dark quarks must bind into objects neutral under dark color: a fraction of dark
quarks forms dark mesons, that decay, the rest binds into stable dark baryons B that survive
as DM. We estimated this fraction in a geometric model of dark hadronization, that takes
into account that dark strings do not break. As a consequence the annihilation cross section
among dark quarks, σQQ¯vrel ∼ piα2DC/m2Q can be smaller than the standard cosmological value,
3 10−26 cm3/ sec.
More importantly, the annihilation cross section among dark baryons, σBB¯vrel ∼ 1/αDCm2Q,
is typically much larger than σQQ¯, being enhanced by a negative power of αDC. This happens
because annihilation can proceed through an atomic-physics process, recombination: at low
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enough energy a dark quark Q in a dark baryon B can recombine forming a meson with a Q¯
in a B¯; afterwards the meson decays through the usual particle-physics QQ¯ annihilation. If
mQ  ΛDC the bound state B is dominated by the Coulombian part of the potential, and
this is similar to recombination occurring in hydrogen anti-hydrogen scattering. We computed
the binding energies of dark baryons and mesons by means of a variational method, finding
that recombination is kinematically allowed. If instead mQ>∼ΛDC the confining part of the
potential is relevant, and the process can be seen as the crossing of dark strings (flux tubes of
the dark color interaction). In cosmology, the large σBB¯  σQQ¯ leads to extra dilution of the
DM density. In astrophysics, it leads to large signals for indirect DM detection. Dark mesons
decay into dark glue-balls: depending on the model their decays might be dominated by gauge
couplings (producing photons) or by Yukawa couplings (producing leptons, which can provide
a DM interpretation of the e+ excess observed by PAMELA and AMS [43])).
Cosmological evolution leads to the formation of excited dark baryons, which quickly decay
into glue-balls proved that their excitation energy ∆EB ∼ α2DCmQ is larger than MDG ∼ 7ΛDC.
Otherwise, de-excitation can be slow, proceeding through off-shell dark glue-balls, giving rise
to a novel phenomenon: dark matter that emits either β or γ radioactivity (again depending
on whether gauge couplings of Yukawa couplings dominate). It would be interesting to explore
whether radio-active DM can alleviate the core/cusp and missing-satellite issue of cold DM.
Finally, we studied the direct-detection and collider phenomenology of models where DM is
made of heavy baryons. Heavy dark quarks can be produced at colliders, manifesting as narrow
spin-0 or spin-1 resonances and producing effects in SM precision observables. Current bounds
are consistent with a lightest dark quark charged under the SM heavier than 1-2 TeV.
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A Boltzmann equations
We use the Boltzmann equations for dark quarks and for their bound states written in [69]. For
T > ΛDC the cosmological evolution of the abundance of dark quarks Q and their bound states I is
described by a set of coupled Boltzmann equations,
sHz
dYQ
dz
= −2γann
[
Y 2Q
Y 2Q,eq
− 1
]
− 2
∑
I
γI
[
Y 2Q
Y 2Q,eq
− YI
YI,eq
]
(73)
sHz
dYI
dz
= neqI
{
〈ΓIbreak〉
[
Y 2Q
Y 2Q,eq
− YI
YI,eq
]
+ 〈ΓIann〉
[
1− YI
YI,eq
]
+
∑
J
〈ΓI→J〉
[
YJ
YJ,eq
− YI
YI,eq
]}
.
where YQ,I = nQ,I/s with s the entropy density, z = mQ/T . We define as neq and Y eq the thermal
equilibrium value of n and Y respectively and γ is the space-time density of interactions in thermal
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equilibrium, as defined in [70]. The first term describes QQ¯ annihilations to SM particles; the second
term describes formation of the bound state identified by the index I that collectively denotes its
various quantum numbers: angular momentum, spin, gauge group representation, etc.
The effect of rapidly unstable bound states can be encoded in an effective annihilation rate, γeffann,
that substitutes γann, such that their Boltzmann equations can be dropped. In this way, [69] managed
to obtain a single Boltzmann equation. However, the present study contains a new feature: some
bound states (such as QQ) do not decay, and can only be formed or broken by interactions. We then
need to separately evolve the Boltzmann equations for their abundances. We define γbsf−stable =
∑
I γI
with the sum running over the unstable bound states, and similarly for the stable ones. In the non-
relativistic limit the space-time densities γ get approximated as
2γ
TmQ' (neqQ )2〈σvrel〉 (74)
such that the Boltzmann equations simplify to
1
λ
dYQ
dz
= −Seff−unstable
z2
(
Y 2Q − Y 2Q,eq
)− SI,bsf
z2
(
Y 2Q − YI
Y 2Q,eq
YI,eq
)
1
λ
dYI
dz
=
SI,bsf
z2
(
Y 2Q − YI
Y 2Q,eq
YI,eq
)
,
(75)
where we introduced the dimension-less factors Seff−unstable = Sann + Sbsf−unstable and
SX(z) =
〈σXvrel〉
σ0
, λ =
σ0s
H
∣∣∣
T=mQ
=
√
gSMpi
45
σ0MPlmQ . (76)
Here gSM is the number of degrees of freedom in thermal equilibrium at T = mQ (gSM = 106.75 at
T MZ).
Stable bound states I are kept into thermal equilibrium by fast dark gauge interactions, so that
they decouple at a zI much later than DM freeze-out, that occurs at zf ∼ 25. Thereby for z  zI we
obtain a single Bolztmann equation
1
λ
dYQ
dz
= −Seff
z2
(
Y 2Q − Y 2Q,eq
)
, Seff = Sann + Sbsf−unstable + Sbsf−stable (77)
approximatively solved by [69]
YQ(z) =
1
λ
(∫ z
zf
Seff(z)
z2
dz +
Seff(zf )
z2f
)−1
. (78)
We now compute zI , showing that it is so large that later annihilations are negligible. The value of
zI is needed to estimate the fraction of dark quarks bound in stable states.
Assuming that dYI/dz ≈ 0 is violated at zI so large that annihilation processes are negligible, we
have YQ(z) + 2YI(z) = YQ(zI) = Yc at temperatures z > zI at which the stable bound states are no
longer in thermal equilibrium. This leads to an effective single Boltzmann equation
1
λ
dYQ
dz
= −SI,bsf(z)
(
2YQ(z)2 −
Ag2Qz
3/2(Yc − YQ(z))e−z∆
gI
)
, (79)
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where ∆ = EB/mQ and A = 90/((2pi)7/2g∗SM). The value of zI is defined by imposing that the leading
order term in the 1/λ  1 expansion of the solution YQ(z) ≈ Y 0Q(z) + Y 1Q(z)/λ is comparable to the
second order term. The leading order term is simply defined by the condition that the derivative of
YQ(z) vanishes
Y 0Q(z) = Az
3/2 gQ
4gI
e−z∆
√(g2Q + 8z−3/4 YcA gIez∆
)
− gQ
 . (80)
Inserting the assumptions in eq. (79), solving for Y 1Q(z) and evaluating Y
0
Q(zI) = Y
1
Q(zI)/λ defines zI .
Such equation can be simplified assuming z  1 and reads
zI =
1
∆
ln
(
32Ag2Qλ
2SI,bsf(zI)
2Yc
∆2gIz
5/2
I
)
. (81)
For a typical value ∆ ≡ EB/mQ ≈ 10−3 we find zI ≈ 105, which justifies our initial assumptions,
since zf ≈ 25 and the annihilation has no effect at z > 104. Now the second effective eq. (79) which
describes the recombination effect can be integrated in the same manner as the first and leads, after
the appropriate asymptotic matching, to
YQ(∞) =
(
2λ
∫ ∞
zI
Sbsf−stable(z)
z2
dz +
1
Y 0Q(zI)
)−1
YI(∞) = 1
2
(YQ(zI)− YQ(∞)) . (82)
Using this method we find that, in the models considered, the relic abundance of stable dark di-
quark states is at most at the percent level of the abundance of free dark quarks at confinement. In
conclusion, perturbative production of stable bound states negligibly affects the final dark matter relic
abundance.
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